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Bahnsen, Greg L. *Theonomy in Christian Ethics*. Nutley, N.J.: Craig, 1977. xvii + 619 pp. Paperback, $14.95. The author calls for a return to an ethics that takes into consideration not only the laws given in the NT but also in what he calls the Older Testament, especially those relating to magistrates.


theology of process by nine theologians with a response to each of these by Cobb. Introduction by the editors.


Hick, John, ed. The Myth of God Incarnate. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1977. xi + 211 pp. Paperback, $4.95. Seven British biblical scholars and theologians examine the doctrine of the incarnation and conclude that Jesus was only a man who fulfilled a special function and that the later description of him as incarnate God is "a mythological or poetic way of expressing his significance for us."


Jüngel, Eberhard. The Doctrine of the Trinity: God's Being Is in Becoming. Monograph Supplements to SJT. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976. xxi + 110 pp. $6.50. A small but difficult work dealing with the relationship between God's being and the Trinity. To understand the concept of living God and His being for us, it is necessary to understand God's being as Being-in-becoming.


A collection of essays with no specific theme, written by members of the faculty of Saint Bernard’s Seminary in honor of Joseph P. Brennan, who is in his tenth year as rector of the Seminary.

